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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the economic and biological effects of exploiter and species interactions in a multiplayer, multispecies fishery. To this end, a partial ecosystem model for three key pelagic species in the Northeast Atlantic (Norwegian spring-spawning herring, mackerel and blue whiting) is developed and coupled with an economic model describing harvesting behavior of three major exploiters. We explore the effects on the fishery under assumptions on plausible interaction parameters between the harvested species and the type of management adopted by the exploiting countries. Single-species management is modeled by using three single-species models of the pelagic complex. Net present value is increased by over 20% when applying multispecies management in the cooperative case. Under non-cooperation there is always overfishing of all species compared to the global optimum, resulting in depletion of the mackerel stock and an almost 50% loss in net present value attainable from the aggregate fishery. Interestingly, under non-cooperation the effect of exploiters applying either single-species or multispecies management is rather small on the health of the stocks and on economic benefits.

1. Introduction

In shared multispecies fisheries interactions can occur between both harvesters and the exploited fish populations that have potential to cause economic inefficiencies and be ecologically damaging. In a fishery shared among several exploiters the harvesting of each exploiter will affect the population dynamics of the fish stock, and thus the harvest and future profits of all other exploiters. In an open-access or non-cooperative fishery this will lead to excess effort, overfishing and suboptimal economic and biological performance. If the species of a multispecies fishery are ecologically interdependent, there will also be interactions between the harvested populations. Also biological interdependencies have the potential to significantly influence a fishery’s socio-ecological outcome. The effect of biological interactions will depend on the ecosystem in question and on the management regime in place. The ecosystem defines the type of biological interaction between the species, which can be competition for food and other resources, predator-prey interactions or various types of symbiotic relationships. The management regime determines whether species interactions are taken into account (multispecies management) or ignored (single-species management), and whether fishing is cooperative or competitive among the exploiters.

This paper studies the joint effect of exploiter and biological interactions on a Northeast Atlantic assemblage of pelagic fish, consisting of Norwegian spring-spawning (NSS) herring (Clupea harengus), mackerel (Scomber scombrus) and blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou). The analysis considers three major exploiters of these fisheries, Norway, the European Union (EU) and Iceland, which differ in harvesting costs and prices for fish. To perform this task an empirically based bioeconomic model is developed, which allows for interaction between both species and exploiters. This implies three types of interaction:

(i) Exploiters interact with species through the harvesting process,
(ii) Species interact with each other through different ecological relationships, and
(iii) Exploiters interact with each other by either cooperating or competing in the fishery.

We compare different management scenarios, where the exploiters either cooperate or compete in all fisheries, and employ either single-species (SSM) or multispecies management (MSM) when making harvesting decisions. MSM is modeled by using a multispecies model of the three-species fishery. This model includes explicit relationships between the harvested species, i.e. species interactions are taken into account in fisheries management. In SSM the agents optimize three single-species models, which do not include interspecies interactions. Consequently fisheries management ignores interactions between species. Under cooperation the three exploiters are maximizing joint benefits from the fishery, while under non-cooperation the agents are...
Table 1
Scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multispecies management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MSM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-species management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SSM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Non-cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multispecies management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MSM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Non-cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-species management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SSM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cooperation or non-cooperation apply to the whole pelagic complex, i.e. all three fisheries.

playing a competitive game against each other. The four corresponding scenarios considered are shown in Table 1.

Because the fisheries are closely intertwined through ecological factors, they are sometimes referred to as the pelagic complex of the Northeast Atlantic. There are two features of the pelagic complex fishery which are central for this study. First, from time to time there has been a failure to reach or maintain agreements on quota sharing in each of the fisheries in question (Bjørndal and Ekerhovd, 2014), therefore opening way for non-cooperative harvesting. Second, the single-species management used nationally and internationally neglects ecosystem considerations, such as ecological interactions between the species. Thus, there are important exploiter and species interactions present in this fishery, which should be accounted for when making predictions on the effect of different management decisions.

Very few empirically based studies exist that study interactions between both exploiters and harvested species. The current paper aims to fill this gap in the literature. We contribute to two important areas in the fisheries economics literature. The first is the use of ecosystem models instead of the traditional single-species model in bioeconomic analysis of fisheries. The second is the use of game theory to analyze the strategic interactions between, for example, several countries participating in international fisheries. The importance of moving towards an ecosystem based fisheries management has been widely acknowledged (e.g. Arnason, 1998; Sinclair et al., 2002), while game theory has become a standard tool in the analysis of international fisheries. For example, studies have found that juvenile blue whiting constitutesthe main prey of mackerel of the coast of Portugal. (Payne et al., 2012). Thus, ecological interactions between the small pelagic species of the Northeast Atlantic may be an important determinant of the dynamics of these fisheries. For example, in the North Sea it has been shown that pelagic fish feeding on other pelagic fish has a larger potential to influence population dynamics than removal by the fishery, or than predation by e.g. marine mammals and sea birds (Furness, 2002).

Fig. 1 shows the spatial overlap of feeding areas for species in the pelagic complex.

The main exploiters of the pelagic complex are the EU, Norway, Iceland, Faeroe Islands, Russia and more recently Greenland. The migratory nature of the pelagic complex poses a challenge to international management. During their annual migrations the stocks enter the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of several coastal states and they are also present in international waters (high seas). When distribution is variable, it is difficult to agree on the share of a fish stock each party is entitled to. Indeed, for all fisheries considered here reaching and maintaining international fisheries agreements (IFAs) has proved challenging from time to time. Reaching an IFA often means that the exploiters agree on a total allowable catch (TAC) and how to share that catch between them on an annual basis. Mackerel began entering the Icelandic EEZ during its summer migrations in mid-2000, and the fishery has been under dispute ever since. Parties have not been able to agree on how to share the harvest and have been setting unilateral

Species interactions between NSS herring, mackerel and blue whiting include spatial and dietary overlap, as well as interspecific predation on eggs, larvae and juveniles (Huse et al., 2012; ICES, 2015). There is strong evidence of interspecific competition for food between the species of the pelagic complex, in particular between NSS herring and mackerel. The herring is thought to be more negatively affected from this competition, because mackerel is a faster and more effective predator (ICES, 2015, and references therein). Furthermore, mackerel predating on herring larvae may have a regulatory effect on the herring population by influencing recruitment (Skaret et al., 2015). Mackerel also feeds on blue whiting eggs, larvae and juveniles, to the extent that it may have a regulatory impact on the juvenile blue whiting population. For example, studies have found that juvenile blue whiting constitutesthe main prey of mackerel of the coast of Portugal. (Payne et al., 2012). Thus, ecological interactions between the small pelagic species of the Northeast Atlantic may be an important determinant of the dynamics of these fisheries. For example, in the North Sea it has been shown that pelagic fish feeding on other pelagic fish has a larger potential to influence population dynamics than removal by the fishery, or than predation by e.g. marine mammals and sea birds (Furness, 2002).
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